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On Observability of Bioelectric Generator from Measured External Fields
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Abstract: Theoretical possibility of identifying
the structure of bioelectric generators from externally measured electric and rnagnetic fields is
discussed within the frarnework of electrodynamics of stationary currents on the basis of some
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Noninvasive identification of bioelectric generators set
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a1,1up by electrophysiological processes in excitable tissues
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and organs is of great importance in biomedical studies,
as well as in the actual practice of medical diagnostics.
The fundamental obstacle to determination of the ge- for current dipole with the dipole moment D
1
nerator from its external electric and magnetic fields is
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presented by the physical ambiguity of solution to the
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so-called inverse electrodynamical problem. However, in
where R
- lr - foli Fo,?o,tfis and F,0,11 are the radius
practice the problem is simplified by using appropriate
vector and angular coordinates of the points in the gemodels for the problem under consideration. We will
nerator region and observation region, respectively.
here discuss the following main factors that affect the
Under more realistic conditions, where the generator
observability of bioelectric generators from their external
is situated inside a finite homogeneous conductor, the
fields: (1) hypothetical structure (model) of the genera- possible
first step to identify the generator would be detor; (2) hypothetical structure (model) of the physical termination of the fields of the same generator,
while
medium; and (3) availability of electric and/or magnetic
situated in an infinite conductor, from the potential gg
measurements.
and induction Bs measured on the conductor surface S,
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The considerations that follow are strongly based on
)
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relationships of electrodynamics of stationary currents,
which has been shown to satisfy the practical accuracy
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requirements for the problems under study [1].
J
The primary, or true generator is considered to be a
vector field of impressed current density, which, accord- It is emphasized that the surface bounding the conductor
ing to its biophysical nature, occupies a limited space should be known for this calculation. Also note that the
and has the net source equal to zero. The fields are as- magnetic induction B is determined with the use of not
sumed to be measured outside the generator region, in only magnetic, but also electric measurements.
Next we can identify some properties of the generator
particular, at the surface of a finite conductor containing
the generator. In an infinite isotropic homogeneous con- in terms of its scalar electric rnultipole expansion, the
ducting space I/ with the conductivity o and magnetic components Anr,r, Bnrn of which are determined from the
permeability tto, the electric potential g and magnetic measured (or calculated as noticed above) potential on
induction B of some configurations of primary genera- a sphere S5o enclosing the generator, as follows:
tor (in order of decreasing complexity) are expressed as ':''
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follows:

for arbitrarily distributed impressed current density J.
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where Y,1.,,,(0,r/) and Y,?,,,(0,1t) are the even and odd
surface rfli.ri..i harmonics, respectively. These electric
multipole components are integral characteristics of the
generator. However, they describe the generator only
partially, since they depend solely on the electric source
density, according to the expession

for uniform double layer with the intensity D5 on the ,4'",",, \
surface ^S bounded by a closed line ,t defining spatial Bnn, J
angle O at the observation point
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The magnetic field within the conductor cannot be
in the scalar multipole series, because it is a
vortex field. Here, one possible approach is to use the
vector potential, which can be expanded in the series of
spherical functions or in the Taylor series treated as socalled current multipoles. Such expansions give a joint
integral description of the observable properties of the
sources and vortices comprising the generator 12, 3].
Another approach, strongly based on the more familiar scalar multipole expansion, involves a decomposition
of the magnetic field in the infinite conductor outside
a sphere enclosing the generator, into two parts as folexpanded

lows [4]:
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McGraw-Hill, 1969.
[2] P.M.Morse and H.Feshbach, Methods of Theoretical
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where the first and second terms describe the vortex and
potential parts of the magnetic field, respectively.

The first term is uniquely related to the electric multipoles_and can be readily calculated from their components Arrr,r, Bn^ after reducing the electric multipoles to
the axial form. The second term is found as the gradient of the rnagnetic potential, which is described by the
magnetic multipole components A{."81;6,,". The latter
are easily calculated from the following relation, taking
into account that the radial component of induction of
the potential magnetic field coincides with the total radial component B":
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f1] R.Plonsey, B'ioelectric Phenomena. New York:
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SUMMARY OF BIOELECTRIC GENERATOR
OBSERVABILITY FROM MEASURED
EXTERNAL FIELDS

Generator configuration

Arbitrary I Double layer I Thread I

Observability of the generator
frorn electric and nragrretic measurernents

Partiall Partial lEntire I

Entire

Possibility of identifying the observable
features of the generator:
from electric potential

,5"-

Partial

These scalar magnetic multipoles describe some features
of the generator that affect only its magnetic field.

Entire

(i.'.

Partial

Entire

)

from magnetic induction

RESULTS

Thus, for the general case it is ascerted that (1) the
generator cannot be identified uniquely and (2) the magnetic field contains some new information as compared
to the electric field.
Concerning the aforementioned generator configurations with limited degrees of freedom, we can draw the
following conclusions. The double layer can be identified only partially, up to its overall spatial shape, even if
both electric and magnetic measurements are used. The

current thread can be identified entirely provided the
electric as well as magnetic measurements are available,
while the dipole can be identified entirely by using electric measurements solely. It is of importance that the
magnetic measurements outside the finite conductor can
provide only partial identification of the generator. The
results of the discussion are generalized in the table.

(R)

Partial

Partial

Partial

Partial

(H)

Entire

Entire

Entire

Entire

l.s.

(i.'.

(i.'.

)

Magnetic nreasurernents reveal generator
features urrobservable by electric
rneasurernents
YES

NO

YES

NO

(R), realistic conditions of measurements outside
the body;
(H), hypothetical conditions of measurement in
an infinite homogeneous conductor;

(i.r.), infinite series.

CONCLUSION

The purely theoretic considerations presented are to
be taken into account in developing diagnostical systems
based on noninvasive bioelectromagnetic measurements.
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